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Lot 16



The William H. Gross Collection
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DESCRIPTION

10¢ Black (2), Positions 81/91R, vertical pair from the bottom left 
corner of the right pane with large even margins including huge 
interpane margin at left and sheet margin at bottom, deep shade and
clear impression, lightly cancelled by red grids

PROVENANCE

Frank R. Sweet

H. R. Harmer sale, 11/25-26/1963, lot 153

A. Richard Engel, Corinphila, 5/29/1975, Sale 58

Walter C. Klein, Christie’s Robson Lowe sale, 9/27/1988, lot 32

Dr. Robert Hinrichs, Shreves Philatelic Galleries sale, 5/21/2004, lot 40,
to William H. Gross

CERTIFICATION

The Philatelic Foundation (1974)

CONDITION NOTES

Extremely Fine; faint scored line in bottom margin far from printed
design (not noted on certificate)

HISTORY AND COMMENTARY

Vertical Rarity and The Allure of Sheet Margins
The 10¢ 1847 stamp exists in fairly abundant quantities

in used condition, but the rarity factor increases significantly
for multiples, beginning with pairs. The vast majority of
pairs are configured horizontally—vertical pairs are much
rarer, and they seldom have margins clear all around. This
statistical fact is evident in past auctions containing large
numbers of 10¢ 1847 stamps.
Another factor that adds to the rarity and desirability of

classic imperforate stamps is the presence of a sheet margin.
Only stamps from the peripheral positions in the sheet can
possess excess blank paper from beyond the boundary of the
printed designs. The most coveted of sheet-margin stamps
are those from the corner positions, which have sheet mar-
gins on two sides.
An understanding of the statistical rarity of vertical pairs

and sheet-margin stamps leads to a profound appreciation
of this remarkable 10¢ 1847 pair. The vertical format or the
corner sheet margins would be rare as individual attributes,
but in combination they create an item of truly extraordi-
nary rarity and quality. ◼

LOT 16°

The only known vertical pair of the 10¢ 1847 Issue with corner sheet margins

ESTIMATE $15,000-20,000




